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Grammar: Adverbs That Compare

Read each sentence. Write the correct comparative form of the adverb in 
parentheses on the line provided.

1. I can run (fast) than my brother. 

2. Our father runs (quickly) of all. 

3. He trains (often) than my brother does. 

4. He enjoys running (fully) than biking. 

5. Even so, he practices swimming (seriously) of all. 

6. I prefer team sports (strongly) than other sports. 

7. I can throw (accurately) than our team’s other pitcher. 

8. In the entire league, she pitches (wildly) of all. 

9. Our fi nal game will be here (soon) than we expect. 

10. The audience will cheer (loudly) of all during our fi nal inning. 

• An adverb can compare two or more actions. Adverbs 
that compare two actions use -er or more. Adverbs that 
compare three or more actions use -est or most. 
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Grammar: Comparative Adverbs -er, -est, More, Most

Read each sentence. Write the correct comparative form of the adverb in 
parentheses on the line provided.

1. The sun shone (brightly) today than yesterday. 

2. The three of us raced to see who could pack (rapidly) for our trip. 

3. I should have prepared (carefully) than I did. 

4. My bag was the (poorly) packed of all. 

5. Mom spoke to me (sternly) than usual. 

6. We might arrive (late) than expected at the airport. 

7. Luckily, the traffic was moving (smoothly) than normal. 

8. In fact, we checked in at the gate (early) of all. 

9. We are usually the (commonly) late passengers on every fl ight.

10. That seems to be the case (often) than not. 

• Add -er or -est to most short adverbs to compare actions. Add more or 
most to adverbs that have two or more syllables or to adverbs that end 
in -ly. 
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Grammar: Using Good, Well; More, Most; -er, -est

Read each sentence. Choose the word in parentheses that best completes each 
sentence and write it on the line provided.

1. The carpenter did a (good, well) job on our new porch. 

2. We paid him (good, well) for his hard work. 

3. The house looks (better, best) than before. 

4. The work was fi nished (sooner, more sooner) than we expected. 

5. We go outside more (frequent, frequently) than we used to. 

6. The porch is built of (good, well), strong wood. 

7. Our fi rst dinner on the porch went very (good, well). 

8. Our second meal was even (better, best) than that. 

9. I always feel (good, well) after spending time outside. 

10. Nothing makes you feel (weller, better) than a sunny day! 

• Good is often an adjective, and well is often an 
adverb that tells how. Good and well cannot be used 
interchangeably. Well is an adjective when it means 
healthy.

• As with the adjective good, the comparative form of well 
is better. The superlative form is best.

• Never add -er and more or -est and most to the same 
adverb.
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Grammar: Proofread

Proofread the paragraph. On the lines below, correct mistakes in grammar and 
mechanics.

I wasn’t feeling good, so I went to the school nurse. She treated me carefully than 
the last time I visited. A new virus had recent been detected at school. It was spreading 
more faster than any disease she had ever seen. Luckily, the simple treatment she 
prescribed oftenest of all was also working more effectively of all. She said I should feel 
more well in a few days.

• Add -er or -est to most short adverbs to compare actions. Add more or 
most to adverbs that have two or more syllables or to adverbs that end 
in -ly. 

• Good is often an adjective, and well is often an adverb that tells how. 
Good and well cannot be used interchangeably. Well is an adjective 
when it means healthy.

• Never add -er and more or -est and most to the same adverb. 
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Grammar: Adverbs That Compare

A. Read each sentence. Write the correct comparative form of the adverb in 
parentheses on the line provided.

1. My parents were acting (strangely) than ever. 

2. My sister was behaving (suspiciously) of all. 

3. She was treating me (politely) than normal. 

4. She was also the (visibly) cheerful person in the house. 

5. I worry about things like that (often) than I should. 

B. Read each sentence. Choose the word in parentheses that best completes 
each sentence and write it on the line provided.

6. As it turns out, there was a (good, well) reason for everything. 

7. My brother had done (good, well) in his fi rst year of college. 

8. His hard work had paid off (better, best) than he had expected. 

9. He had published a poem in the state’s most (highest, highly) regarded magazine. 

10. It was the most (beautifulest, beautifully) written poem I had ever read. 
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Spelling: Words with Latin Roots

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to write 
each word as it is read 
aloud. When you fi nish 
the test, unfold the 
paper. Use the list at 
the right to correct any 
spelling mistakes. 

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. subtraction

 2. transportation

 3. missile

 4. portable

 5. intermission

 6. committee

 7. respect

 8. transport

 9. tractor

 10. spectator

 11. attraction

 12. export

 13. inspector

 14. distract

 15. spectacle

 16. inspect

 17. mission

 18. import

 19. dismiss

 20. suspect

 21. telescope

 22. astronaut

 23. photograph

 24. spectacular

 25. protractor
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Spelling: Words with Latin Roots

A. Fill in the missing letters of each word to form a spelling word. Then write 
the spelling word on the line.

1. re   ect 

2. transp   tation 

3. interm   sion 

4. att   ction 

5. po   able 

6. dis   ss 

7. tr   tor 

8. spe   acle 

9. transp   t 

10. m   sile 

11. s   ctator 

12. mi   ion 

13. ex   rt 

14. distra   

15. insp   tor 

B. Write these spelling words on the lines in alphabetical order. Alphabetize them 
to the third letter. suspect, import, committee, inspect, subtraction  

16.  18.  20. 

17.  19. 

su btraction export tractor inspector mission
transportation committee spectator distract import
missile respect attraction spectacle intermission
portable transport dismiss inspect suspect
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Spelling: Words with Latin Roots

su btraction export tractor inspector mission
transportation committee spectator distract import
missile respect attraction spectacle intermission
portable transport dismiss inspect suspect

A. Write the spelling words that contain the matching Latin root .

p or t

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

4. 

 5. 

miss/mitt

  6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

10. 

spect

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

tract

17. 

 18. 

19. 

20. 

B. Compare the words subtraction and transportation. How are they alike? 
How are they different?
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Spelling: Words with Latin Roots

su btraction export tractor inspector mission
transportation committee spectator distract import
missile respect attraction spectacle intermission
portable transport dismiss inspect suspect

A. Write the spelling word that has the same, or almost the same, meaning.

 1. examiner 

 2. sight 

 3. check 

 4. observer 

 5. move 

 6. release 

 7. honor 

 8. job 

 9. suppose 

 10. break 

B. Write the spelling word that best completes each sentence.

 11. The bus is my  to and from school. 

 12. Which automobiles do we  from other countries?

 13. I used  to fi gure out how much money was left.

 14. The food court is a popular  at the mall.

 15. A  can be a very destructive weapon.

 16. I try not to let phone calls  me when I’m studying.

 17. The citizens formed a  so they could work together.

 18. We take a  stove with us on camping trips.

 19. The farmer kept his old  in the barn.

 20. Can you name one  that we ship overseas?
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Spelling: Words with Latin Roots

A. Underline the six misspelled words in the paragraphs below. 
Write the words correctly on the lines.

Jam es was a spektator at all the school basketball games. His mision was to boost 
the home team’s spirits, and he organized a commettee of students to join him in making 
signs and cheering loudly at each game.

  1.  2.  3. 

Soon James’s group of cheering students became the main at taction at the games. Did 
the students distrack the other teams? Some said they did, but their display was always 
good-natured and done with the greatest respecd for all players.  

 4.  5.  6. 

Writing Activity

B. Write a passage for a story about another enthusiastic student. Use at least 
four spelling words in your writing.
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Spelling: Words with Latin Roots

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to write 
each word as it is read 
aloud. When you fi nish 
the test, unfold the 
paper. Use the list at 
the right to correct any 
spelling mistakes.

Review Words

Challenge Words

1. subtraction

 2. transportation

 3. missile

 4. portable

 5. intermission

 6. committee

 7. respect

 8. transport

 9. tractor

 10. spectator

 11. attraction

 12. export

 13. inspector

 14. distract

 15. spectacle

 16. inspect

 17. mission

 18. import

 19. dismiss

 20. suspect

 21. telescope

 22. astronaut

 23. photograph

 24. spectacular

 25. protractor
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The Boston Tea Party 
 

 Taxes and other forms of revenue 
are needed for a government to operate. 
Money is always needed to build roads, 
maintain schools, and to finance all the 
other functions of a legitimate 
government. Citizens understand the 
need for fair taxes but they will protest if 
taxes are unfair, misused or too high. You 
might hear your family members or newscasters talk about how complicated 
taxes are today. Taxes were also complicated in Great Britain and the American 
colonies in the 1700s, especially taxes on tea.  
 New taxes on the colonies, including a tax on tea, were part of the 
Townsend Acts passed by the British Parliament beginning in 1767. The Boston 
Massacre that occurred in 1770 was a result of these taxes and parts of the 
Townsend Acts were repealed after it. A Tea Act was passed by Parliament in 
1773 changing how taxes on tea were charged. Some of the members of 
Parliament argued against the colonial taxes on tea, not wanting further trouble 
after the Boston Massacre. The tax on tea for the colonists was not increased but 
the Tea Act gave the East India Company support from the British government to 
sell tea in the colonies over merchants who lived in the colonies.  
 In this complicated mix of taxes and events, seven shiploads of tea owned 
by the East India Company were sent to the ports of Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia and Charleston in the fall of 1773. The ships arriving in New York 
and Philadelphia were returned to England without unloading their cargo. The tea 
arriving in Charleston was seized by customs officials. In Boston, the royal 
governor insisted that the British laws be followed and that the taxes on the tea 
be paid. Colonial protesters wanted the ships to be returned to England without 
paying the taxes. On the last day that the loads of tea could remain in port 
without paying taxes, December 16, 1773, about 5,000 Boston citizens met and 
passed a resolution urging the ship’s captain to sail without paying the tax. When 
the ships remained in port, that evening a group of men boarded the vessels and 
dumped the cargo of tea overboard. This act was called the Boston Tea Party. 
 The Boston Tea Party was a protest not against the tax on tea but against 
how Great Britain was ruling the colonies without any colonial participation. It 
was one of the events leading up to the American Revolutionary War. 
 

Name American Revolution Part 2

http://www.easyteacherworksheets.com/�
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Name: ____________________________________  Date: _______ 

Multiple Choice Questions 

Circle the correct answer. 

1. Collecting taxes is 

a. A legitimate function of government 
b. Unfair to citizens 
c. Always resented by citizens 
d. None of the above 

 
2. The first tax on tea in the American colonies was part of the 

 
a. Tea Act 
b. Townsend Acts 
c. Both a. and b. above 
d. None of the above 

 
3. After the Tea Act was passed, who did the British government support in the 
sales of tea in the American colonies? 

 
a. Colonial tea merchants 
b. General stores 
c. Agents of the East India Company 
d. All of the above 

 
4. In the fall of 1773 what happened to the tea shipments in New York and 
Philadelphia? 

 
a. They were thrown into the ocean 
b. They were burned 
c. Both a. and b. above 
d. None of the above 

 
5. On the day of the Boston Tea Party a large crowd of Bostonians passed a 
resolution to  
 

a. Burn the ships containing tea 
b. Throw the tea overboard 
c. Negotiate with the governor 
d. Ask the captain to return his tea ships to England 

 
6. On the evening of the Boston Tea Party what happened to the tea? 
 

a. It was burned 
b. It was shredded 
c. It was thrown overboard 
d. All of the above 
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Declaration of Independence 
 

 The American colonies had been in conflict with the 
British government since 1767 when the Townsend Acts 
were passed by the British Parliament. These laws not only 
added new taxes to the colonies they also disbanded the 
New York legislature until it complied with orders to pay for 
food, supplies and barracks for British soldiers. This was 
called a Quartering Act. The Townsend Acts increased 
tension between the colonists and the British government. These tensions 
erupted into the Boston Massacre in 1770 and the Boston Tea Party in 1773. 
Britain passed additional laws in 1774 that were called the Intolerable Acts that 
were designed to punish the colonies for the Boston Tea Party. 
 Twelve of the colonies sent a total of 56 delegates to Philadelphia to 
review the situation with Great Britain in 1774. This group was called the First 
Continental Congress. They called for a boycott of English goods and petitioned 
the king to address colonial grievances. The Second Continental Congress met 
May 1775 again in Philadelphia. By this time the Battles of Lexington and 
Concord had already taken place in Massachusetts and the Revolutionary War 
had begun. This group of delegates organized the Continental Army in June 1775 
to fight the war for independence. The Second Continental Congress was the 
government for the colonists during the entire Revolutionary War. 
 This Congress heard the first petition for independence from Britain read 
by Richard Henry Lee of Virginia on June 7, 1776 even though many delegates 
favored remaining as British colonies. The Congress recessed for three weeks. A 
Committee of Five was appointed to write a draft of a statement of independence 
from Britain during that time. The five men were: John Adams of Massachusetts, 
Roger Sherman of Connecticut, Benjamin Franklin of Pennsylvania, Robert R. 
Livingston of New York, and Thomas Jefferson of Virginia. However, Thomas 
Jefferson was the primary writer of the document. 
 The Congress met again on July 1 and adopted the Lee Resolution by a 
vote of 12 to 1. The Congress reviewed Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence, 
making small changes. The Second Continental Congress adopted the 
Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.  
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Name: ____________________________________  Date: _______ 

Multiple Choice Questions 

Circle the correct answer. 

1. The requirement that colonists pay for the upkeep of British soldiers is called  

a. Lodging Acts 
b. Tax Acts 
c. Quartering Acts 
d. None of the above 

 
2. The Townsend Acts disbanded the legislature of which colony? 

 
a. Massachusetts 
b. Delaware 
c. Pennsylvania 
d. New York 

 
3. Colonists called the laws passed by Britain to punish the colonies for the 
Boston Tea Party the 

 
a. Townsend Acts 
b. Intolerable Acts 
c. Both a. and b. above 
d. None of the above 

 
4. The First and Second Continental Congress met in 

 
a. Boston 
b. Philadelphia 
c. New York City 
d. Charleston 

 
5. A declaration of independence from Great Britain was to be written by a 

Committee of 

a. Three 
b. Five 
c. Ten 
d. Twelve 

 
6. The person who wrote the Declaration of Independence was 
 

a. Thomas Jefferson 
b. Benjamin Franklin 
c. John Adams 
d. Richard Henry Lee  

http://www.easyteacherworksheets.com/�


WEEK 3
  

APRIL 20-24

WRITE AND INTERPRET NUMERICAL 
EXPRESSIONS

STANDARD: 5.OA.2

Monday: - Watch the video on the skill 
 Do the lessons on I-Ready

Tuesday:   Complete I- Ready lessons 
Wednesday:   - Practice the skill 
Thursday:   - Practice the skill 

Friday  Take the quiz on the presented 
skill

Make sure you ask any questions that 
you have...DONT BE SHY!!!



I have set up the I-Ready on-line math so that 
you can do these skills and lessons before 

you do any paper work.

Parent Letter:
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/PA/M
ath/pps/Grade-5/PA-2018-RPPS5M-SE-FL-L

19.pdf/thumbnail.jpg

Instruction Tips:
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready
-Shared/Math/tfi/Grade-5/INST_AL_G5_001.

pdf/thumbnail.jpg

Your log-in information for I-Ready

Username:  Please ask me!
aroebuck@basd.org  OR

lwright@basd.org 

Password:  brownsville

https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/PA/Math/pps/Grade-5/PA-2018-RPPS5M-SE-FL-L19.pdf/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/PA/Math/pps/Grade-5/PA-2018-RPPS5M-SE-FL-L19.pdf/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/PA/Math/pps/Grade-5/PA-2018-RPPS5M-SE-FL-L19.pdf/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/Math/tfi/Grade-5/INST_AL_G5_001.pdf/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/Math/tfi/Grade-5/INST_AL_G5_001.pdf/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/Math/tfi/Grade-5/INST_AL_G5_001.pdf/thumbnail.jpg
mailto:aroebuck@basd.org
mailto:lwright@basd.org


VIDEO LINK

https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPre
view.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.AL

.5.1000.10.v2.v2&sc=q

Copy and paste the link to the 
address bar and watch the video 

from our I-Ready curriculum

This video is 19 minutes long.

https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.AL.5.1000.10.v2.v2&sc=q
https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.AL.5.1000.10.v2.v2&sc=q
https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.AL.5.1000.10.v2.v2&sc=q


Wednesday’s Lesson:  Complete the table by writing numerical expressions.  
The first one has been done for you

Numerical expression in numbers

              (3 x 2) + 4

Numerical expressions in words

The product of three and two 
added to four

Two subtracted from five and then 
multiplied by seven

      3 x ( 6 + 2)

Twelve divided by the sum of two 
and four.

   (6 + 6) ÷ 3



Thursday’s  Lesson   Complete each expression in words or numbers

1. Three times the sum of six and four

______ x ( _______ + _______ )

2. The product of six and three divided by 
two

 ( _______ x _______ ) ÷ _______ 

3. (15-4) x 9 
 Multiply the difference between 
____________ and ____________  by 
____________.

4. (6 x 4) – (3 + 4) 
Subtract the sum of ____________ and 
____________ from the product of 
____________ and ____________

5. Subtract the sum of eight and six from 
twenty-four

6.  The sum of twelve and eight divided 
by the product of two and two 

7.   (6 x 4) – 12 8.  (3 x 4) + (4 x 5) 

9.  Divide the difference between 
sixty-eight and twenty-eight by the sum of 
four and four.

10.  Subtract the product of two and 
fourteen from the sum of one hundred 
thirty-six and twelve

11.   (288 ÷ 6) – (9 x 3) 12.  (56 x 2) - (36 - 24)



WEEK 3 QUIZ
Name _________________  Date________

1. Choose the words that match the numerical expression. 
                 (3 + 13) x 2 
a. Add three and thirteen multiplied by two.
b. Add three and thirteen, then multiply by two. 
c. Add three and thirteen, then add two.

 2. Choose the numerical expression that matches the words. 
              Add six and six, then divide by two.
a. 6 + 6 ÷ 2 
b. (6 + 6) ÷ 2 
c. 2 ÷ 6 + 6
d. 2 ÷ (6 + 6)

 3. Choose the numerical expression that matches the words. 
Multiply the sum of three and two by the sum of five and one.
 a. 3 x 2 + 5 x 1
 b. 3 + 2 + 5 + 1
 c. (3 + 2) x (5 + 1)
 d. (3 x 2) + (5 x 1) 

4. Choose the words that match the numerical expression. 
            144 ÷ 12
a. 12 divided by 144 
b. Divide 144 by 12
c. 144 multiplied by 12 
d. Divide 12 by 144

 5. Harry bought three comic books. Then he bought two more. He did this three times. 
Show how many comic books he bought with a numerical expression. 
_____________________________ 

6. For school, Ms. Taylor bought ten packs of paper at $0.55 each and six packs of 
pencils at $0.75 each.
 Express what she purchased mathematically. 

_________________________ 



NAME ____________________________ 
 

 

Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest planet within the Solar System. It is 

a gas giant with mass one-thousandth (      ) that of the Sun. Three hundred Earths would be the 

equivalent to the mass of Jupiter. The planet was known by astronomers of ancient times and 

was associated with the mythology and religious beliefs of many cultures. The Romans named 

the planet after the god Jupiter, who was king of the gods and god of the sky and thunder. Jupiter 

was the equivalent to the Greek god Zeus.  
 

Jupiter is made up mostly of hydrogen with a quarter of its mass being helium. The outer 

atmosphere is visibly segregated into several bands at different latitudes, resulting in turbulence 

and storms along their interacting boundaries. A prominent result of these storms is the Great 

Red Spot, a giant storm that is larger than the Earth. 
 

There are also at least 64 moons, including the four largest moons called the Galilean 

moons that were first discovered by Galileo Galilei in 1610. These four moons are named Io, 

Europa, Ganymede and Callisto. Ganymede, the largest of these moons, has a diameter greater 

than that of the planet Mercury! 
 

Jupiter has been explored many times by robotic spacecraft, most notably during the early 

Pioneer (1972) and Voyager (1977) space probes and later by the Galileo (1989). The most 

recent probe to visit Jupiter was the Pluto-bound New Horizons (2007). Future targets for 

exploration include the possible ice-covered liquid ocean on the moon Europa. 
 

An interesting fact includes that the gravity of Jupiter is 2.5 times the amount here on 

Earth. That means if you weigh 150 pounds on Earth, you would weigh 375 pounds on Jupiter. 

Another interesting fact is that although Jupiter is the largest of the planets, Jupiter’s period of 

rotation is the shortest at only 9.9 hours. Because of the planet’s large size and fast spin, Jupiter 

actually bulges out at its equator. 
 

Questions about Jupiter 

1. What was Jupiter named after? How many Earths would be able to fit inside of Jupiter? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What are the names of the Galilean Moons? When did Galileo discover these four moons? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What space probes studied the planet Jupiter? When did the last one fly by Jupiter? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. If you were able to land on and walk on Jupiter, would you weigh more or less than you do on 

Earth? Do the math and figure out how much you would weigh! 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABOUT 

JUPITER  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_system_by_size
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_mythology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter_(mythology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Red_Spot
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Red_Spot
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galilean_moons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galilean_moons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_Galilei
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganymede_(moon)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotic_spacecraft
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pioneer_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voyager_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_(spacecraft)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Horizons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europa_(moon)
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/26/Jupiter_symbol.svg


NAME ____________________________ 
 

                              
 

Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the second largest planet in the Solar System, 

after Jupiter. Named after the Roman god Saturn, who was the god of the agricultural and 

harvest. Saturn’s astronomical symbol (♄) represents the god's sickle. Saturn is a gas giant with 

an average radius about nine times that of Earth and takes 29.5 years to orbit the Sun. While only 

1/8 the average density of Earth, with its larger volume Saturn is just over 95 times more massive 

than Earth. 
 

Sixty-two
 
known moons orbit the planet; fifty-three are officially named. Titan, Saturn's 

largest and the Solar System's second largest moon is larger than the planet Mercury and is the 

only moon in the Solar System to retain a substantial atmosphere. In 2004, the space probe 

Cassini captured radar images of large lakes and their coastlines with numerous islands and 

mountains.  
 

Saturn is probably best known for its system of planetary rings, which makes it the most 

visually remarkable object in the solar system. The rings extend from 6,630 km to 120,700 km 

above Saturn's equator, average approximately 20 meters in thickness and are composed of 93% 

water ice and 7% amorphous carbon.  The particles that make up the rings range in size from 

specks of dust up to 10 meters. There are two main theories regarding how the rings came to be. 

One theory is that the rings are remnants of a destroyed moon of Saturn which spread and 

flattened over time. The second theory is that the rings are left over from the original nebular 

material from which Saturn formed. It is known that some ice in the central rings comes from the 

moon Enceladus' ice volcanoes. 
 

Questions about Saturn 

1. What was Saturn named after? What does Saturn’s symbol represent? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. How does Saturn’s mass compare to the Earth’s mass? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. How many moons does Saturn have? What is the largest? What did the Cassini space probe 

discover? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. What are Saturn’s rings made out of? How did Saturn get its rings? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Where does some of the ice of the rings come from? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABOUT 

SATURN  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_mythology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn_(mythology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronomical_symbol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sickle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_giant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moons_of_Saturn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titan_(moon)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_ring
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nebula
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/51/Venus-real.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/74/Saturn_symbol.svg
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Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun. It is named after the ancient Greek god of the 

sky, who was the father of Cronus (Saturn) and grandfather of Zeus (Jupiter). Though it is visible 

to the naked eye like the five classical planets, it was never recognized as a planet by ancient 

observers because of its dimness and slow orbit. Uranus has 27 known natural moons. The 

names for these moons are chosen from characters from the works of Shakespeare and Alexander 

Pope. Some of the names of these moons include Ariel, Umbriel, Belinda, Titania, Oberon, 

Puck, Ophelia, Juliet, and Cupid. 
 

The Uranian system has a unique configuration among the planets because its axis of 

rotation is tilted sideways, nearly into the plane of its revolution about the Sun. Its north and 

south poles therefore lie where most other planets have their equators. Uranus has an axial tilt of 

97.77˚, so its axis of rotation is approximately parallel with the plane of the Solar System. This 

gives it seasonal changes completely unlike those of the other major planets. Other planets can 

be visualized to rotate like tilted spinning tops on the plane of the Solar System, while Uranus 

rotates more like a tilted rolling ball. 
 

Uranus has a complicated planetary ring system, which was the second such system to be 

discovered in the Solar System after Saturn's. The rings are composed of extremely dark 

particles, which vary in size from micrometers to a fraction of a meter. Thirteen distinct rings are 

presently known, the brightest being the ‘E’ ring. All except two rings of Uranus are extremely 

narrow – they are usually a few kilometers wide. The rings are thought to be recently formed. 

The observations considered indicate that they did not form with Uranus. The matter in the rings 

may once have been part of a moon (or moons) that was shattered by high-speed impacts from 

asteroids. The numerous pieces of debris that were left as a result of those impacts were then 

formed into a limited number of stable zones corresponding to the present rings. 
 

Questions about Uranus 

1. What was Uranus named after? Where did they come up with the names of Uranus’ moons? 

Which names have you heard of before? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. What makes Uranus so different than all the other planets? What does its rotation around the 

Sun look like? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. How many rings does Uranus have? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. How did those rings form? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABOUT 

URANUS  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cronus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn_(mythology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter_(mythology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_planet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellites
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shakespeare
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Pope
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Pope
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axis_of_rotation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axis_of_rotation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_ring
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rings_of_Saturn
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f1/Uranus_symbol.svg
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Neptune is the eighth and farthest planet from the Sun in the Solar System. Named for the 

Roman god of the sea, it is the fourth-largest planet by diameter and the third largest by mass. 

Neptune is 17 times the mass of Earth and is slightly more massive than its near-twin Uranus, 

which is 15 times the mass of Earth but not as dense. On average, Neptune orbits the Sun at a 

distance of 30.1 AU, approximately 30 times the Earth–Sun distance. Its astronomical symbol is 

a stylized version of the god Neptune's trident. 
 

Neptune was the first planet found by mathematical prediction rather than by observation 

of a telescope. Unexpected changes in the orbit of Uranus led astronomers to deduce that its orbit 

was subject to gravitational pull by an unknown planet. Neptune was subsequently observed on 

September 23, 1846 by Johann Galle within a degree of the position predicted by Urbain Le 

Verrier. Neptune’s largest moon, Triton, was discovered shortly thereafter, though none of the 

planet's remaining 12 moons were located by a telescope until the 20th century. Neptune has 

been visited by only one spacecraft, Voyager 2, which flew by the planet on August 25, 1989. 
 

In 1989, the Great Dark Spot, a storm system spanning 13000×6600 km, was discovered 

by NASA's Voyager 2 spacecraft. The storm resembled the Great Red Spot of Jupiter. Some five 

years later, on November 2, 1994, the Hubble Space Telescope did not see the Great Dark Spot 

on the planet. Instead, a new storm similar to the Great Dark Spot was found in the planet's 

northern hemisphere. 
 

Questions about Neptune 

1. What was Neptune named after? What does Neptune’s symbol represent? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. How far away is Neptune from the Sun compared to the Earth? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How was Neptune discovered? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. How many moons does Neptune have? What is the largest? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. What is the name of the large storm on Neptune? What space probe discovered that storm? 

When was it discovered? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ABOUT 

NEPTUNE  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune_(mythology)
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Grammar: Negatives

136 Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3

Read each sentence. Underline any negative words that you fi nd. Circle any 
positive words that you fi nd.

1. The snack bar will not be open today.

2. No one showed up for work there this morning. 

3. Nobody showed up for work in the library, either.

4. Something like this had never happened before. 

5. There were no plans in place for a substitute cashier. 

6. When I interviewed the principal for our newspaper, he said nothing. 

7. I asked if anyone had called the librarian. 

8. He told me not to worry about anything. 

9. More information about the situation was nowhere to be found.  

10. Is there no one else who thinks that this is mysterious?

• A negative is a word or phrase that means “no.” 

• Do not use more than one negative in a spoken or written sentence. 

• Negatives include no and not, as well as nobody, nothing, never, no 
one, and nowhere. 

• Positives include words such as any, ever, anything, anybody, anyone, 
and anywhere. 
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Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3 137

Grammar: Negative Contractions

Read each sentence. Form a contraction using the two words in parentheses. 
Write the contraction on the line provided.

1. Today (is not) going to be my greatest day ever. 

2. For starters, my alarm (did not) go off this morning. 

3. After breakfast, I (could not) fi nd my homework. 

4. It (was not) where I left it last night. 

5. (Has not) anyone seen it lying around somewhere? 

6. My sister and brother (were not) very helpful. 

7. They (do not) care about anyone but themselves. 

8. I (should not) get as upset as I do sometimes. 

9. It (does not) help to solve any problems at all. 

10. Why (cannot) I ever learn that simple lesson? 

• A negative contraction is made up of a verb and the 
word not. An apostrophe is used in place of the letter o. 
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138 Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3

Grammar: Correct Double Negatives

Read each sentence. Correct the double negatives and write the new sentence on 
the line provided.

1. Our car won’t never start in rainy weather.

2. There didn’t seem to be nothing we could do.

3. Our father doesn’t want no broken car keeping us stranded at home.

4. He searched everywhere but couldn’t fi nd none of the tools he needed to repair it.

5. Dad doesn’t like no one telling him that something can’t be fi xed.

• Do not use two negatives in the same clause. This is known as a double 
negative. 

• Correct a clause with two negatives by changing one negative to a 
positive word or eliminating one of the negative words. 
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Grammar: Proofread

Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3 139

Proofread the paragraph. On the lines below, correct mistakes in contractions and 
the use of negatives.

The explorers could’nt fi nd no maps that showed the jungle trails. They didnt want to 
get lost, so they hired a guide. He was not surprised that they needed help. The jungle 
routes often became overgrown. There was’nt no trail that looked the same from year 
to year. The guide had never gotten lost on none of the trails. He didn’t expect this trip 
would be no different. 

• A negative contraction is made up of a verb and the word not. An 
apostrophe is used in place of the letter o.

• Correct a double negative in a clause by changing one negative to a 
positive word or eliminating one of the negative words. 
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Grammar: Negatives

140 Grammar • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3

A. Read each sentence. Form a contraction using the two words in parentheses. 
Write the contraction on the line provided.

1. My uncle (could not) fi nd his car in the parking lot. 

2. At fi rst, he (did not) want to call the police. 

3. He (was not) sure about where he had parked it. 

4. My father told him he (should not) wait to report it. 

5. The officers who showed up (were not) surprised about the missing car.

B. Read each sentence. Correct the double negatives and write the new sentence 
on the line provided.

6. They hadn’t never received so many reports of stolen cars.

7. There hadn’t been no reports of a missing car in days, however.

8. The officers didn’t waste no time gathering information about the case. 

9. The police hadn’t caught nobody yet, but they had some leads.

10. There wasn’t nothing that would keep them from solving the case.
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Spelling: Words from Mythology

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to write 
each word as it is read 
aloud. When you fi nish 
the test, unfold the 
paper. Use the list at 
the right to correct any 
spelling mistakes.  

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. clothes

 2. January

 3. cereal

 4. strength

 5. lunar

 6. atlas

 7. ocean

 8. salute

 9. fury

 10. echo

 11. cycle

 12. cyclone

 13. gigantic

 14. Olympics

 15. territory

 16. terrace

 17. parasol

 18. fortune

 19. furious

 20. gracious

 21. suspect

 22. inspect

 23. mission

 24. jovial

 25. venerable
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164 Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3

Spelling: Words from Mythology

A. Fill in the missing letters of each word to form a spelling word. 
Then write the spelling word on the line.

1. c   le 

2. a   as 

3. cl  th  s 

4. fo   une 

5. l   ar 

6. f   ious 

7. cer   l 

8.  ympics 

9. ec    

10. c   lone 

11. str   gth 

12. gr   ious 

13. te   ace 

14. s   ute 

15. terr   ory 

B. Write these spelling words on the lines in reverse alphabetical order: 
ocean, January, fury, parasol, gigantic. 

16.   18.  20. 

17.  19.  

clo thes lunar fury gigantic parasol
January atlas echo Olympics fortune
cereal ocean cycle territory furious
strength salute cyclone terrace gracious
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Spelling: Words from Mythology

clo thes lunar fury gigantic parasol
January atlas echo Olympics fortune
cereal ocean cycle territory furious
strength salute cyclone terrace gracious 

Write the spelling words that contain the matching number of syllables.

one syllable

1. 

 2. 

two syllables

 3. 

4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

three syllables

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

four syllables

19. 

 20. 
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166 Phonics/Spelling • Grade 5 • Unit 6 • Week 3

Spelling: Words from Mythology

clo thes lunar fury gigantic parasol
January atlas echo Olympics fortune
cereal ocean cycle territory furious
strength salute cyclone terrace gracious

A. Write the spelling word that matches each defi nition below.

 1.  rage; great anger 

 2.  repeated sequence 

 3.  book of maps 

 4.  area of land 

 5.  breakfast food 

 6.  garments worn on the body 

 7.  fi rst month of the year 

 8.  give a sign of respect 

 9.  repeat 

 10. international games 

 11. large body of water 

 12. having to do with the moon 

B. Write the spelling word that best completes each analogy. 

 13. Stone is to rock as hurricane is to . 

 14. Mean is to kind as rude is to .

 15. Muffler is to scarf as  is to umbrella. 

 16. Health is to well-being as  is to riches.

 17. Porch is to  as basement is to cellar.

 18. Power is to  as force is to might.

 19.  is to angry as relaxed is to calm.

 20.  is to huge as tiny is to small.
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Spelling: Words from Mythology

A. Underline the six misspelled words in the paragraphs below. 
Writ e the words correctly on the lines.

The Olympiks began in ancient Greece many centuries ago. Today the games follow 
a four-year cycal, but the summer and winter games are held in different years. Cities 
around the world are awarded the honor of being the gracius host for the international 
competition.

 1 .  2.  3. 

Over 200 countries participate in this giantic sporting event. The athletes wear cloths 
that refl ect the colors of their fl ag. The strangth of these great athletes makes them seem 
to have superhuman abilities!

 4.  5.  6. 

Writing Activity

B. Write information about a sporting event in your own school or community. 
Use at least four spelling words in your writing.
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Spelling: Words from Mythology

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to write 
each word as it is read 
aloud. When you fi nish 
the test, unfold the 
paper. Use the list at 
the right to correct any 
spelling mistakes. 

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. clothes

 2. January

 3. cereal

 4. strength

 5. lunar

 6. atlas

 7. ocean

 8. salute

 9. fury

 10. echo

 11. cycle

 12. cyclone

 13. gigantic

 14. Olympics

 15. territory

 16. terrace

 17. parasol

 18. fortune

 19. furious

 20. gracious

 21. suspect

 22. inspect

 23. mission

 24. jovial

 25. venerable
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WEEK 4

Input / Output charts (week 4)
5.OA.3 Generate two numerical patterns using two given 

rules. Identify apparent relationships between 
corresponding terms. Form ordered pairs consisting of 

corresponding terms from the two patterns, and graph the 
ordered pairs on a coordinate plane.

LESSON LINK FOR VIDEOS ON  I-READY

https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/
Math/iwl/Grade-5/DI.MATH.GEO.5.2000.PHX/thumbnail.

jpg    (17 MINUTES LONG)

AND

https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?compone
ntId=DI.MATH.GEO.5.2100.10&sc=q(18 MINUTES 

LONG)

TEACHING TOOL / HELPFUL HINTS

https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/
Math/tfi/Grade-5/INST_AL_G5_002.pdf/thumbnail.jpg

https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/Math/iwl/Grade-5/DI.MATH.GEO.5.2000.PHX/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/Math/iwl/Grade-5/DI.MATH.GEO.5.2000.PHX/thumbnail.jpg
https://teacher-toolbox.com/damthumb/Ready-Shared/Math/iwl/Grade-5/DI.MATH.GEO.5.2000.PHX/thumbnail.jpg
https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.GEO.5.2100.10&sc=q
https://cainc.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.GEO.5.2100.10&sc=q


Schedule for the week of April 27
This week you will not have a quiz.  You may complete your

 assignments on your time frame.  As long as all work is 

completed and turned in by by Friday May 1st we are good with 

that.  Mrs. Wright and I will be monitoring your progress on 

I-Ready.  As always if you have any questions please ask.

Here are our emails:

lwright@basd.org 

aroebuck@basd.org

mailto:lwright@basd.org


WEEK 4

PLEASE USE THE I-READY LESSONS TO 
HELP YOU WORK THROUGH THIS SKILL

AGAIN, IF YOU NEED YOU LOG IN 
INFORMATION PLEASE ASK MRS. WRIGHT 

OR MYSELF
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Moon Phases – Reading Notes 
The Moon appears to rise in the east and set in the west because of the Earth’s 
rotation. Every day, it rises an average of 50 minutes later than the day before 
and sets about 50 minutes later. The cycle of the phases of the Moon is 
repeated every 29 1/2 days.  

NEW MOON:  When we see the New Moon, the 
lighted side of the Moon faces away from the Earth. 
The Moon is between the Earth and Sun and appears 
in the same area of the sky where the Sun is. 
Generally, it rises when the Sun rises, and sets when 
the Sun sets. We don’t’ see the Moon because the 
sunlight falls on the side of the Moon which is turned 
away from us. 

WAXING CRESCENT: When we see the Waxing 
Crescent, a small part of the Moon appears lighted 
and it appears to be getting larger each day. After the 
New Moon, the Moon rises approximately 50 minutes 
after the Sun rises. The Waxing Crescent Moon is a 
narrow crescent, lit on the right side. It is in the sky the 
rest of the day following the Sun at not too great a 
distance. The Waxing Crescent sets about 50 minutes 
later than the sun in the evening. 

FIRST QUARTER:  When we see the First Quarter, 
the right half of the Moon appears lighted, with the 
lighted part growing larger on the following days. The 
First Quarter Moon is 7 or 8 days after the New Moon. 
Although it appears to be a half moon lit on the right 
side, it is called the First Quarter Moon. It rises about 6 
hours later than the Sun, around noon. The First 
Quarter Moon shines half by day and half by night. 

WAXING GIBBOUS:  Gibbous means hump. When 
we see the Waxing Gibbous Moon, more than half of 
the Moon appears lighted, with more and more 
becoming lighted on the following days. The Waxing 
Gibbous Moon rises in the afternoon, and shines into 
the small hours of the morning. When more than half 
of the Moon is lit on the right side, it is a Waxing 
Gibbous Moon. 

 

FULL MOON: Two weeks after the New Moon, the Full 
Moon appears. When we see the Full Moon, the lighted 
side of the Moon faces toward Earth. It is opposite the 
Sun in the sky and rises almost at sunset and sets about 
sunrise. 

 

 

WANING GIBBOUS:  When we see the Waning 
Gibbous Moon, more than half of the Moon appears 
lighted, with less and less becoming lighted on the 
following days. When the Moon is waning, it appears to 
be getting smaller. When more than half of the Moon is 
lit on the left side, it is a Waning Gibbous Moon. The 
Waning Gibbous Moon comes up about 50 minutes after 
sunset. 

THIRD OR LAST QUARTER: When we see the Third or 
Last Quarter, the left half of the Moon appears lighted, 
with the lighted part growing smaller on the following 
days. The Third or Last Quarter Moon looks like a half-
moon lit on the left side. It rises about 6 hours before the 
Sun rises, rising in the middle of the night and setting 
around noon. 

WANING CRESCENT:  When you see the Waning 
Crescent Moon, a small part of the lighted Moon is 
visible and grows smaller on the following days. The 
Waning Crescent Moon rises about 50 minutes later 
each night, and becomes a narrow crescent lit on the 
left side. It rises during the early morning hours and 
sets in the afternoon. It follows the Sun ever more 
closely, until after 29 1/2 days, we have the New Moon 
again and the whole cycle starts over again. 

 

 Copyright 2005, Sheryl Mercier and Karen Ostlund, used by permission. 
May be copied for classroom use. 



The Moon Phases Poem�
by Betty Sanchez �

�
�
 �

The moon is a sphere, big and white �
It loves to reflect the sun’s bright light. �

 �
It goes on a journey every 28th day�

Around the Earth, a hide and seek game it will play.�
 �

In the beginning, it is new �
Out of sight from me and you. �

 �
Then it waxes in white �
as it grows on its right �

 �
Waxing crescent and quarter, then gibbous too �

When full, the phases are halfway through! �
 �

Now it flips to the left and starts to wane�
As it fades away in its orbit lane. �

 �
Waning gibbous and quarter then crescent too �

It’s completed its orbit and back to new! �
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Chloe
Typewritten text
Use the moon phase words to match to the moon phases for practice.



New Moon
Waxing Crescent
First Quarter
Full Moon

Waning Gibbous 
Last Quarter
Waning Crescent
Waxing Gibbous

Moon Phases:

Name: ________________ Date: ________________

Directions: Write the 
correct moon phases 
on the lines next to the 
picture.
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British Leaders of the American Revolution 
 

 There are two sides to every story and the 
British leaders who were in power influenced the 
causes and eventual outcome of the Revolutionary 
War. Starting at the top, the King George III was King 
of England from 1760 until his death in 1820. The 
events of the Revolutionary War occurred during his 
reign. The Seven Years’ War in Europe and the related 
French and Indian War in North America ended 

together in 1763. After the war Great Britain kept all its land in North America 
but had many debts to pay from these long wars. King George III issued the 
Royal Proclamation of 1763 that forbade any further westward expansion of the 
American colonies so England would not need to pay soldiers to defend more 
land. It was King George who decided that the tax on tea should remain to show 
the colonists that Great Britain had the right to tax the colonies. This tax was 
part of the cause of the Boston Tea Party in December 1773. 
 When the Revolutionary War began General Thomas Gage held two 
positions. He was appointed as the governor of Massachusetts and the 
commander-in-chief of the British forces in 1774. During colonial times the 
governor of a colony was appointed by British leaders. As governor, Gage was at 
the center of enforcing the Intolerable Acts that were unpopular with the 
colonists. As head of the military he fought the first battles of the Revolutionary 
War that occurred in Massachusetts. After these battles he resigned his positions 
and returned to England. General William Howe became the commander-in-chief. 
Under his leadership the British forces won significant victories but he did not 
pursue the defeat of the American forces. He favored a peaceful solution to the 
conflict. He resigned as commander-in-chief in 1778. 
 Henry Clinton was sent from England in 1775 and first saw action at the 
Battle of Bunker Hill in 1775. He became Commander-in-Chief for North America 
in 1778. His second-in-command was General Charles Cornwallis. General 
Cornwallis is famous for his surrender at the Siege of Yorktown in 1781. Even 
though this surrender is sometimes called the end of the Revolutionary War, the 
war did not end until 1783 when the Treaty of Paris was signed. Cornwallis 
returned to England in 1782 as part of a prisoner exchange and later became the 
governor-general of India, another colonial holding of the British Empire.  

Name _______________________________                                                                                     American Revolution Part 3
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Name: ____________________________________  Date: _______ 

Multiple Choice Questions 

Circle the correct answer. 

1. The King of England during the Revolutionary War was 

a. King George II 
b. King George III 
c. Queen Victoria 
d. King Charles III 

 
2. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 

 
a. Forbade any further westward expansion of the American colonies 
b. Extended the tax on tea 
c. Denied the colonies any right to self-government 
d. None of the above 

 
3. During colonial times the governor of a colony was 

 
a. Elected by the people living in the colony 
b. Selected by the members of the legislature 
c. Appointed by British leaders 
d. Appointed by the Continental Congress 

 
4. British General Thomas Gage 

 
a. Was also governor of Massachusetts 
b. Was responsible for enforcing the Intolerable Acts 
c. Participated in the first battles of the Revolutionary War 
d. All of the above 

 
5. British General William Howe 

a. Served as commander-in-chief of the British Army in India 
b. Surrendered at Yorktown   
c. Favored a peaceful solution to the Revolutionary War 
d. Was relieved of his command 

 
6. The Revolutionary War ended  
 

a. When General Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown 
b. By royal proclamation 
c. When the Treaty of Paris was signed 
d. None of the above 
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American Victories of the Revolutionary War 
 

 The Revolutionary War began in 1775 and the 
battles between British troops and the American 
Continental Army continued until 1781. Dozens of 
major battles were fought all across the colonies, from 
Massachusetts and Vermont, south to Georgia, and 

west to the area of Kentucky. Both sides won important 
victories but, as you well know, the colonies succeeded in 

gaining their independence from Great Britain when the Treaty of Paris was 
signed in 1783, officially ending the war. Some of the battles were critical to the 
American army in their final defeat of the British forces.  
 The opening battle of the Revolutionary War occurred at Lexington, 
Massachusetts on April 19, 1775. Since fighting also occurred in the nearby town 
of Concord the battle is named the Battle of Lexington and Concord. British 
military officers were planning a secret raid to destroy the supplies of American 
militia forces stored in Concord. However, an informer provided information 
about the raid to the militia. Paul Revere and William Dawes made their famous 
nighttime ride to warn the militia in the towns outside of Boston that the British 
troops would be marching. This first battle of the Revolutionary War was a 
surprise attack on British troops conducted by militiamen of Massachusetts and 
they were successful.  

A turning point in the Revolutionary War was the Battles of Saratoga that 
were fought in New York 18 days apart in September and October 1777. British 
General John Burgoyne had a strategic plan to divide the colonies by controlling 
the land in New York and he had the Continental Army in retreat. After the 
battles at Saratoga, General Burgoyne surrendered his troops and the colonies 
remained united. 

The last major battle of the Revolutionary War was the Battle of Yorktown 
in Virginia in October 1781. In this battle, British troops faced a combined army 
of American and French soldiers. The British troops, under the command of 
General Cornwallis, were pinned in Yorktown because the city is a port on the 
Atlantic Ocean. Once the combined American and French forces sealed off exit 
routes, the British troops had no place to retreat. General Cornwallis surrendered 
and this was the last major land battle of the Revolutionary War.   
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Name: ____________________________________  Date: _______ 

Multiple Choice Questions 

Circle the correct answer. 

1. How many battles were there in the Revolutionary War? 

a. Only a few because the war didn’t last long 
b. Only a few even though it was a long war 
c. There were many battles but they all occurred in New England 
d. There were many battles across the colonies 

 
2. The battles of the Revolutionary War 

 
a. Were all won by American forces 
b. Were all won by British forces 
c. Sometimes were won by the British forces 
d. Were won by French soldiers 

 
3. The Battle of Lexington and Concord was fought between British soldiers and  

 
a. French soldiers  
b. The Continental Army 
c. Militiamen 
d. Reserve troops 

 
4. By fighting in New York General Burgoyne wanted to 

 
a. Control the large city of New York 
b. Control the port of New York 
c. Both a. and b. above 
d. None of the above 

 
5. The last major land battle of the Revolutionary War was the 

a. Battle of Yorktown 
b. Battles of Saratoga 
c. Battle of Lexington and Concord 
d. None of the above 

 
6. The British general at one point who had the Continental Army in retreat in 
New York was 
 

a. General Burgoyne 
b. General Cornwallis 
c. Both a. and b.  
d. None of the above 
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